
In the end of the book “The Giver”, Jonas leaves the community. This             

community makes rules and alters the land so no one feels feeling, see             

color or even lead a normal life. If the residence break the rules three times               

they will be captured and released. The community did not know what            

happens when someone is released, the secret is that they were killed! The             

leader wanted all the bad: every single sad, depressed, painful, or tense            

memory to be removed. However when all the bad is wiped out then the              

good follows. To maintain this memory-less, event-less community a         

Receiver comes to insulate all the memories. If the Receiverpasses a           

certain point, all the memories of the outside world will infiltrate the            

community. 

As Receiver, Jonas has a mission to pass the point where all the             

memories all held back. Jonas leaves so the community would be forced to             

feel the good and bads of the world. The great shock gave the community              

quite a fright. Anyways Jonas had a long journey between the community            

and the point where all the the memories are held back. 

When Jonas left, he heard music as the community was happy to            

have and use music. While Jonas was sledding down the hill they were             

simply hearing the community getting the better of the memories. Jonas           



was so happy when he finally ended his adventure, it was like if he              

imagined it. 

Jonas did not imagine the entire ending though, there are even two            

reasons for that. The first reason is that the text is in secondhand saying              

the words like he, his, him and Jonas frequently.One sentence proving that            

the text is in second hand is “Jonas was stunned,” the underlined word tells              

us that the book is in second hand. However when a person imagines they              

imagine in first hand. So if the text was actually an imagination then it              

would be in first hand saying the words my, I and me often. My second               

reason is that if Jonas really did imagine the entire end of the story then               

the memories from the outside world can be anything that can never            

actually happen in the real world.To imagine Iike that ,is like imagining the             

future correctly. 

Jonas did succeed in leaving the community to give a fair chance to             

everyone a fair chance for everyone to have memories. The community           

went unwieldy without the memories.The Chief Elder (ruler rule maker) did           

so many wrong things, as she thought that no one would protest since they              

knew nothing else than what is already in the community. The Giver, The             



Receiver, and The Chief Elder were the only exceptions.They knew how it            

is like to have memories 

They wanted the community to break free from event-less-ness. The          

Giver’s plan was put to action,forcing the community to feel the goods and             

bad memories.However, the community got the better of the memories and           

free to use the new power they had.  

 

 

   


